HOW TO MEASURE:

SPECIALTY SHAPES

Please use a steel tape measure to ensure the proper measurements.
Measure to the nearest eighth of an inch (1/8”).
Measure each window individually even if they look the same.
Always measure and record the width first, then height.
Reversing the width measurement for the height
Width
measurement is the most common ordering mistake.

Height

Inside Mount

Step 1. Measure the width of the opening. Based on your SHAPE, record the widest width.
This is your ordering width. For angles, measure across the top and/or the bottom of
the opening. Record the measurement, specifying top or bottom width. The factory
will make the necessary deductions to ensure a proper fit. DO NOT TAKE
A DEDUCTION.
Step 2. Measure the height of the opening at the center. This is your ordering height. For
Angles and Extended Arch, measure the left side and the right side of the opening
also. Record the measurements, specifying left side and right side height.
Please note: Inside mount measurements represent the exact window opening, do not add to or
subtract from your measurements.
Factory deductions:
All Pleated/Cellular Arches - 3/8” from rail width, 1/2” from fabric width and 1/4” from height..
Angles - 3/8” from rail with and 1/2” from fabric width.
Circle - 1/4” from fabric width and height.
Natural Shade Arch - 1/2” from fabric width and 1/4” from fabric height.

Minimum Depth
You’ll need this much unobstructed depth, including cranks, handles, locks, etc., to inside mount
this treatment.
Flush Mount
For the face of your treatment to be flush with the wall or window frame, your frame depth must
be the same or greater than the Flush Mount depth required.

Download our easy-to-use “Specialty Shape Measure Sheet”.

Outside Mount

Step 1. Measure the width of the area you wish to cover. We recommend adding overlap to reduce light leakage
around the blind. See Recommended Overlap. This is your ordering width. For Angles, measure across the
top and/or the bottom of the opening. Record the measurement, specifying top or bottom width.
Step 2. Decide if the headrail will be installed on or above the window molding. You will need a flat surface area.
Measure the height of the area you wish to cover. This is your ordering height. For Angles and Extended
Arch, measure the left side and the right side of the opening also. Record the measurements, specifying
left side and right side height.
Please note: Outside mount measurements represent the exact blind size. PROVIDE EXACT DIMENSIONS.
Factory deductions:
All Pleated/Cellular Arches - 1/4” from fabric width and 1/8” from fabric height.
Angles - 1/8” from fabric width.
Circle - None
Natural Shade Arch - None.

Download our easy-to-use “Specialty Shape Measure Sheet”.

